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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, Good afternoon and Good evening depending on from where you are!Welcome to the webinar “Making market assessment fit for your purpose”.Thank you so much for joining us.My name is Abdoulaye Hamidou, the CaLP capacity building lead for west and central AfricaThe objective of the webinar is to open again the discussions related to market assessments and the needs agencies have for market related data & analysis.Before diving into the webinar, lets have a quick poll!



1. Introduction, by CaLP

2. General discussion on market assessment, by MiC

3. Multi Sector Market Assessment Tool, by NRC and UNHCR

4. Questions &Answers, by CaLP

AGENDA



PANELLISTS



GROUND RULES

• The microphones 
will remain off.

•Adjust your name 
and add your 
organization

• The webinar will 
last 1H30.

• Use Q&A window to 
ask your questions 
throughout the 
webinar.



The standard has five key actions

MARKET AND MARKET ASSESSMENT

• Most of the world’s population relies on markets to cover at 
least a portion of its basic needs;

• Humanitarian organizations have progressively focused on 
understanding markets to determine the most appropriate 
response and modality;

• Humanitarian responses, delivered either through CVA or in-
kind, should be market-sensitive, protect livelihoods, local jobs 
and businesses;

• To do so, humanitarian responses need to be informed by proper 
market assessment and analysis, starting at the design stage.



The standard has five key actions
To guide the work of humanitarian 
practitioners across sectors and to 
ensure that, irrespective of the tool 
used, the key standard of market 

analysis is being met

To contribute to improving response 
analysis and programme 

implementation by supporting high-
quality market analysis

MISMA: MINIMUM STANDARD FOR MARKET ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To contribute to that end, CaLP developed the The Minimum Standard for Market Analysis, or MISMAThe MISMA was originally developed by CaLP in 2013, and was updated in 2018 and is part of the Humanitarian Standards Partnership (HSP), guides the work of humanitarian practitioners across sectors and to ensure that, irrespective of the tool used, the key standard of market analysis is being metIt establishes the standard that must be met in any market analysis exercise to ensure the quality of humanitarian responseIt is associated contingency plans to guide the work of humanitarian practitioners across sectors and to contribute to supporting high-quality market analysis



MISMA: MINIMUM STANDARD FOR MARKET ANALYSIS

FIVE KEY ACTIONS TO BROADLY THINK THROUGH MARKET ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MISMA proposes five key actions, which represent a way to broadly think through market assessment and analysis.It is an iterative process, not rigid linear instructions, to guide what is going on with market assessment and analysis helping inform the shape of the responseKey Action 1: Scope: Define the analytical and geographic scope of the assessment  - this is important, you’ll need to understand which markets you are including – at a city, regional or national level before you begin, as well as defining which critical markets or commodities the assessment needs to include. Depending on whether you are doing a rapid assessment at the beginning of a crisis, or a more in-depth assessment in a protracted crisis, you’ll need to ensure that the scope of the assessment is clear. Key Action 2: Market analysis team: Build a competent and knowledgeable team for data collection and analysis  Key Action 3: Data collection: Use data collection methods and information sources of sufficient quality Building your team and collecting data often happens during the assessment phase of the project cycle.   Key Action 4: Analysis: Next you’ll need to conduct market analysis to adequately inform programme design and achieve programme objectives  Key Action 5: Market monitoring: Use market monitoring data to review your assessment findings and enable programme adaptations when needed.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR MARKET ANALYSIS

MISMA: MINIMUM STANDARD FOR MARKET ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It Proposed a sequence of actions to conduct a market analysis and that can lead to identifying the right market tools and guidance documentsThe sequence can be seen differently by other.



1. Face to face training: Market Assessment Tools Training

2. Online trainings/learning on the Cash Learning Hub

• Introduction to Market Analysis (prerequisite)

• Practical Guide to Market Analysis in Humanitarian response

• COVID-19 micro learning video on remote market monitoring

3. Dedicated market thematic page on the CaLP web site

LEARNING/CAPACITY BUILDING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MATT:That CaLP will not endorse any particular toolkit or guidance document. However, as there are a number of toolkits and guidance documents available, CaLP will prioritise some that are commonly used in preparedness and emergencies so participants are not overwhelmedTo familiarise participants with the various toolkits and guidance documents related to market assessment and analysis, and begin by covering some of the common elements and principles of market assessment and analysisI will leave it here and give the floor to Corrie and Karri, to have a more broadly



• A forum for practitioners engaging with markets in 
emergency and recovery contexts to share ideas, 
experience, resources and learning with the aim of 
improving market-based programming.

• New Advisory Committee and three-year work plan –
with support from BHA to expand its scope, scale 
and impact

• Join the Discussion ! :https://dgroups.org/dfid/mic/

MARKETS IN CRISIS (MIC) 
COMMUNITY  

https://dgroups.org/dfid/mic/




Current Trends in Market Assessments 



What is the MSMA: 
An introduction  

Step-by-step Guidance 
based on Market 

Analysis Framework 
(MAF)

Fit it for your needs: 
market place, supply 
chain, market system

Toolbox of 14 ready-to-
contextualize data 

collection, data analysis 
and reporting tools

Displacement focus
Additional detailed technical 

and process guidance for team 
leaders



What is new? 

• New, updated MAF
– Iterative approach clearly articulated  fit it for your 

needs:  “proceed, skip or stop” based on findings and info 
needs

– Pre-analysis prior to assessment
– Emphasised secondary data
– Reinforced inclusion of services alongside goods
– Protection considerations

• Improved user experience (great design!)
– Team Leader Annex – technical and process guidance 
– Added more field examples

• Streamlined, improved tools based on field work experiences
– Reduced overlap and strengthened coherence
– Strengthened and added analytical tools
– Updated/new formats for services
– Adaptable formats



MAF key 
questions

The Market Assessment Framework

Focused 
actions 
per step

By the end 
of the step; 
3 options

Purpose 
includes  
guiding 
key 
questions

5 Steps



Example of “proceed, skip or stop” on basis of 
findings and information needs

MBP (CBI) not 
suitable at the 
moment. Go to Step 
4 and write up 
findings.

Need more 
information – go to 
the next step, Step 2!

Have enough 
information. Jump to 
Step 3 risk analysis 
then you are done!



Step 1: Review existing 
information and define 
the scope of the MSMA

Step 2: Collect and 
process additional data

Step 2.1: Analyse 
the marketplace

Step 2.2: 
Analyse the 
supply chain

Step 2.3: 
Analyse the 

market 
system

Step 3: Analyse risks 
and identify mitigation 

measures

Step 4: Collate 
MSMA findings and 
write MSMA report

Step 5: 
Monitor 
markets

E.g.: 3 options 
at the end of 
Step 1
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Annex 1: MSMA Toolbox 
- 14 ready-to-contextualize data 

collection, data analysis and 
reporting tools; 

- Tool purpose summarized to ease 
identification and use;

- Tools can be used in range of 
contexts and should be adapted to 
the particular operational context 
prior to use;

- Unlock and open the tools: save the 
file and re-open the PDF in Acrobat 
Reader.



Analysis Tool 3 example
- Step-wise questions to 

prompt analysis 
(examples provided)

- Link “proceed/ skip or 
stop” decision

- Assumes little 
analytical knowledge & 
capacity (guidance 
“need help..”

- Conclusive summary, 
forcing analytical 
position and assisting 
report writing



Q & A
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